16 October
Dr Henrique Randau da Costa Carvalho (City University London), *The responsible subject as dangerous subject: criminal law’s ambivalences*

12 November
Prof. David Garland (Arthur T. Vanderbilt Professor of Law and Professor of Sociology, New York University), *What is penal populism? Politics, the public, and penological expertise*
Event co-organised with the LSE Mannheim Centre for Criminology

20 November
Dr Patrick Tomlin (University of Reading), *Fair play without retribution*

4 December
Dr Kimberley Brownlee (University of Warwick), *The social contribution of punishment*

15 January
Prof. Ian Loader (University of Oxford) and Dr Adam White (University of York), *Private security and regulatory space: in search of the public interest*

29 January
Prof. Victor Tadros (University of Warwick), *Wrongs and crimes*

19 February
Prof. Elaine Player (King’s College London) and Ms Elaine Genders (University College London), *title tba*

26 February
Dr Christopher Bennett (University of Sheffield), *The authority of the criminal law*

12 March
Dr Ely Aharonson (University of Haifa), *From slave abuse to hate crime: the racialization of racial violence in American history*
Seminar and book launch

23 April
Prof. Mariana Valverde FRSC (Professor of Criminology, Centre for Criminology and Sociolegal Studies, University of Toronto), *Seeing crime and managing security: reflections on the criminological gaze*

30 April
Prof. Mike Redmayne (LSE), *Character in the criminal trial*
Seminar and book launch

17 June
Prof. Tracey Meares (Yale Law School) and Prof. Jonathan Jackson (LSE), *details tba*
Event co-organised with the LSE Mannheim Centre for Criminology

6pm, Moot Court Room, 7th floor New Academic Building, LSE